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This is the GoodAI Agent Development Roadmap, which consists of two major components: an architecture roadmap and a curriculum roadmap. The architecture roadmap describes
how we intend to build and code a system capable of becoming of a general artificial intelligence (AI). The curriculum roadmap describes how we intend to teach and test this system to
become a general AI. The architecture roadmap is currently a work in progress; this document shows a list of requirements on the architecture rather than a design plan of the architecture.
The curriculum roadmap is described in more details below.
Most of this document is a visualization of a curriculum roadmap (curriculum) that contains learning tasks. Solving these tasks helps the agent accumulate skills in a gradual and guided
way and eventually reach human level general AI. This curriculum roadmap is an example of a curriculum that we are developing to be used internally at GoodAI for prototyping and
testing our architectures. It is not to be used as an optimal guide or a general recipe for achieving general AI. Its primary short-term purpose is to verify and test the graduality of the
learning ability of an agent. Its primary long-term purpose is to teach the agent skills necessary for reaching general AI. This particular curriculum serves to test one concrete architecture.
We expect that within a few months, the learning tasks and their order will change. Another group of researchers might prefer a different curriculum.
This curriculum is currently loosely inspired by human developmental stages, such as proposed by Piaget [3]. Its learning purpose is the effective guidance through the problem solution
search landscape. Gaps between tasks are designed to be small, yet effective, aiming to reach the target of general AI faster.

-

= Useful learning task

The diagram below describes a curriculum for development of general AI, using a bottom-up approach. It shows learning tasks the AI has to solve on its way to general AI.
On the vertical axis, the curriculum progresses from top (initial state) to bottom (fully developed). Lines connect learning tasks that depend on each other.
The horizontal axis has no meaning and imposes no ordering. The learning tasks can be solved in any order unless there is a dependency between them.
There is a box in the top part of the roadmap that lists intrinsic properties that need to be hardcoded into the general AI.
Some of the intrinsic properties are mandatory from the very beginning of the training, as defined by the requirements of the first learning task.
The learning process expects the same agent instance throughout learning, with same inputs and outputs for all tasks. The environment for the agent may change, but not
within a single learning phase.
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An implementation of a curriculum as a software suite gradually presenting consecutive
tasks, evaluating agent's performance and providing feedback on agent's progress to a
teacher / to us developers.
The school can be connected to different environments where agent's training can be
tailored to its current capabilities.

Instead of describing a particular architecture, below we outline a set of properties
(intrinsic properties / skills) that we deem essential for an architecture to have before
any meaningful learning can begin.
The order of intrinsic properties / skills is not given and may not be even possible.
The essential property of an architecture and its intrinsic properties / skills is the ability
to gradually learn and acquire skills through curriculum learning.

Design / improve
curriculum roadmap

Check

A simplistic discontinuous 2D environment.The transition
between tasks can be discontinuous and arbitrary, which is
more suitable for an initial evaluation/improvement of the
agent and its intrinsic properties.

CONTINUOUS
2D TOYWORLD

A simplistic continuous 2D environment, grounded within a
common world. Unlike the previous world, where transition
between tasks can be discontinuous and arbitrary,
ToyWorld ensures continuity of perception, physical laws
and any other phenomena present in any task.

CONTINUOUS
3D TOYWORLD

A 3D version of ToyWorld, suitable for presenting the 3D
versions of learning tasks previously taught in the 2D
environment.

SPACE
ENGINEERS

A complex high-resolution 3D world, mimicking the
real-world to a significantly higher degree of accuracy than
ToyWorld. Visually approaching photorealistic input, with
advanced physics and complex interactions and scenarios.

Yes

Implement / improve
curriculum

No

Start

Did analysis confirm
expectations?

No

No

No
Only small changes
needed?

The Agent Architecture Roadmap is a work in progress. Instead of a concrete guide, we are showing the list of requirements (intrinsic
properties) that a viable architecture needs to meet.
We are inventing various prototypes of architectures and they are changing rapidly. It is too early to display them here.

Agent Architecture Roadmap : intrinsic properties / skills

Coding phase. Development of hard-coded skills
(=implementation of intrinsic properties). Coding only, no
learning.

Gradual learning denotes the ability to acquire structured knowledge in a
progressive fashion. It focuses on learning knowledge that can be acquired in an
easier way when some specific previous knowledge is present. It can be seen as
a combination of compositional, additive and online/incremental learning.
It is assumed that the training data is presented in several phases. Additionally,
gradual learning should facilitate debugging because it is compatible with the
human type of learning.

One-Shot
Learning

NOTES

-

Guided learning denotes the concept of a teacher that decreases the complexity
of learning of the agent by choosing specific environments and specific goals and
their particular order. The teacher chooses an order of environments and goals to
narrow down the space to be explored by the agent during learning.

Guided Learning

Reinforcement
Learning
Altering
Knowledge

Altering knowledge denotes the ability of the agent to change the current
understanding of a particular subject when the environment (which can be seen
as the training data) provides evidence against the agent?s current understanding
of the subject in consideration.
In other words, if an agent holds a belief (hypothesis) and this later proves to be
wrong, it will alter or remove this hypothesis.

The ability to detect a regularity that repeats spatially or temporally in the training
data.

The ability to retain information.
Short-term memory (STM): Memory of the recent past, relevant to the
current state of the world.
Long-term memory (LTM): Memory of indefinite duration that constitutes
the agent's model of the world. LTM includes episodic and semantic
memory.
Episodic memory: Memory of sequences of agent states, including
perceptions, rewards, and the agent's internal states.
Semantic memory: Memory of general facts, independent of the
spatio-temporal context in which it was acquired

Memory: Short, Long,
Episodic, Semantic

The measure involves having a Confidence or Uncertainty score that
represents the absolute or relative (=relative to the current context) level
of knowledge about the world or a particular subject. This
measure/estimate is supposed to be updated while interacting with the
environment.

Measure Uncertainity
+ Confidence

The ability to understand that some features of the world didn't actually
change even if the perception seem to suggest otherwise because of
changes in, for example, FOV, FOF, relative orientation, distance between
the agent and the object or noise.

Perceptual
Consistency

Ability to efficiently process (receive, store, recall) knowledge in (long) sequences.
The distance between events in sequences is not fixed, it may vary and may be
large.

Processing
Sequences

An intrinsic property is a skill/ability that we believe needs to be hard-coded in the agent.
During training, no intrinsic properties are added; they are all pre-programmed.
In humans, intrinsic properties would correspond to the DNA - a set of predispositions for
learning and development.
The intrinsic properties are not clearly separated; at this point it is not possible to say where
exactly one intrinsic property begins and another ends.
The most important intrinsic property is Gradual Learning.

Take actions

Regularities and patterns in sequences of actions give emergence to behaviours.
External behaviours map the internal state to the next action.

Behaviours
External

Given a known regularity (pattern) that repeats spatially or temporally in the
training data, anomaly/novelty detection is an ability to detect irregularities that
interfere with the pattern in the training data.

The ability of the agent to affect the state of the environment (for example by
activating actuators) to achieve its goals.

Regularities and patterns in sequences of actions give emergence to behaviours.
Internal behaviours map the internal state to the next internal activity.

Behaviours
Internal

The ability to reconstruct a pattern given partial data. The reconstruction should
fill the missing part of the data based on previously discovered regularities that
repeat spatially or temporally in the training data.

The ability to take knowledge extracted from one domain and successfully apply it
to other domains.

Knowledge
Transfer

Reinforcement Learning (RL) denotes the ability of the agent to learn from the
sparse consequences of its actions, rather than from being explicitly taught, and it
assumes that the concept of reward (and maximizing future reward) is one of the
main motivations of the agent. This makes it select its actions on basis of its past
experiences (exploitation) and also by new choices (exploration). This process
can also be seen as a form of trial and error learning.

The ability to apply learned knowledge to forecast future state on multiple levels in
the architecture in the succeeding time-steps or in some point in the future life of
the agent. Multiple different states with different confidence may be predicted at
the same time. Making a prediction is related to reconstruction of temporal
patterns. A prediction can be seen as a special form of a hypothesis.

Analogy: An analogy is a mapping between concepts in different domains that
helps knowledge transfer.
Analogical reasoning is an ability to find, understand and use analogies.

Analogical
Reasoning

Unsupervised Learning is an ability to retrieve knowledge from input data.
Unsupervised learning requires that some (hidden, implicit) objective function
(e.g. short term prediction, discrimination, reconstruction) is imprinted in the
learning rules of the unsupervised learner.

Unsupervised
Learning

The ability to extract a general rule or concept from specific cases / examples. The
extracted rule or concept can then be correctly applied to cases not seen before.

Generalization

The agent receives a set of labeled examples as training data and makes label
predictions for previously unseen examples.

Supervised
Learning

Learning to learn denotes the ability to create and improve an internal mechanism
that allows learning and increases efficiency of learning. The ability is recursive - it
can change and improve itself.

Learning to Learn

The type of learning consists of having a teacher (which can be a program or a
human) take the correct actions on the behalf of the agent, in order to increase the
speed of learning by having the agent experience the salient steps faster. A
possible advantage here is that the teacher saves the agent time by avoiding many
of the bad moves the agent would have initially chosen due to not having a clue
about the environment, so the teacher can be seen as helping reduce the amount
of examples that are needed to reach the optimal internal model.

Puppet Learning

Given two disparate tasks A and B, an additive learner is able to learn to perform
task A, then task B without degradation of its accuracy on task A. In an
incremental learning (or online learning) setting, an additive learner should be
able to recognise which examples are relevant for the learning of new tasks such
that they do not ?untrain?previously learned tasks for the sake of the new
examples.

The one-shot learning aims to learn information about the input data from one
single instance of the training data (or from just a few), for instance by finding an
analogy and then using transfer learning. It is assumed that there is some
pre-training involved.

-

No

Implement / improve
architecture

Discuss results (internal)

Online Learning

Anomaly
Detection

General AI

Yes

Yes

Online (or incremental) learning is a learning methodology wherein the learning
examples arrive sequentially, and the learner adjusts its parameters after each
example. This is contrary to batch learning which gives the agent a number of
examples at the same time and averages their adjustments.

Pattern
Reconstruction

Human-level?
Evaluate experimentally
(internal)

Yes

Design / improve
architecture roadmap

Compositional learning is the act of unifying two or more previously facts/pieces
of knowledge in order to produce a new hypothesis which may help in the
learning of the task at hand. In doing this, it creates heterarchies of knowledge
with correct (relative to the input data) hypotheses built upon one another.
Compositional learning is an important component of gradual learning

Pattern Detection
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Evaluate analytically
(external)

Yes

INTRINSIC LEARNING SKILLS
INTRINSIC CORE SKILLS

Predictions

- Intrinsic properties tested for the first time

= A manual (teacher-driven) test and also an automated
check of the system. Allows ensuring that agent learns
gradually, additively and generalizes meaningfully, rather than
exploits curriculum in undesirable ways (can be inserted after
any learning task.)

Major update?

Once the experiment part is over, we've either
reached the goal of creating general AI, or we
need to go back to the design phase and
propose improvements to both the
architecture and the curriculum.

Additive Learning

learning task illustration

Really major update?

The second cycle shows the implementation
and experimental part of the process. The
proposed architectures and curricula are
implemented and evaluated experimentally.
During these evaluations, many small bugs
are expected to be found and many small
enhancements are expected to be added.

Compositional
Learning

L

= Learning task testing a hard-coded skill
or a part of a hard-coded intrinsic property
= Learning task teaching a learned skill

= An end of a large learning phase.
Includes a human check of agent's performance.

DISCONTINUOUS
2D WORLD

Evaluate analytically
(internal)

The process contains two major cycles. The
first cycle, in the left part of the diagram,
describes the design part of the process. The
architecture of the agent is proposed and the
curriculum that will be used for training the
agent is proposed. After the proposals are
ready, they are analyzed internally (within
GoodAI). If the proposals represent a major
update, then our friends and colleagues in the
scientific community are invited to analyze the
update too.

Gradual Learning

Task description: we will teach the AI to solve
this learning task and / or test if it can solve it.

= Architecture-specific learning task or a
redundant learning task

MEDIEVAL
ENGINEERS

The diagram on the right describes the main
process which GoodAI adopted for
development of artificial general intelligence.

Learning task name

dependencies on
previous learning tasks

= Useful language learning task

READING TIPS:
- Read from top to bottom. Learning tasks at the top are simpler, learning tasks further down are harder and require solutions to the simpler connected learning tasks as a prerequisite.
- The learning tasks listed in these curricula are compositional - the more complex a learning task is, the more it benefits from the solutions to simpler learning tasks.
- During training the agent is expected to accumulate skills that build on top of each other.

Textual

HC

CONSTRAINTS

KEY

There are two complementary documents to this roadmap. First, a framework document that describes the main principles and ideas that underlie our search for general AI [1]. Second, a
"building curricula" document [2] (work in progress), which outlines how one should design, implement and test a curriculum as part of a process of developing general AI. Intrinsic
properties shown in the first stage below are addressed in the architecture roadmap. Their implementation does not change in the curriculum roadmap phase.

Admission Tests
An architecture-specific set of tests to preliminarily validate the presence of all necessary intrinsic properties. Failure of
such tests signifies the inability to gradually learn and retain knowledge, necessary to progress through the below
curriculum. Success of such tests means the intrinsic properties may be present, but a confirmation will come from a
sucessful progress through the below curriculum.

GOALS, RESOURCES and TIME
An actor (agent) receives a goal from a higher level actor, and tries to accomplish that goal
within provided resources, as fast as possible and with as little error (in goal) as possible.
When the actor doesn?t work on a specified goal, he is anticipating a future goal (based on
his experience) and trying to prepare for time when actual goal arrives - by gaining more
knowledge, resources, etc.

Gradual Learning and Guided Learning are necessary for a (gradual)
accumulation of learned skills, where one skill builds on top of another.

Agent Curriculum Roadmap : learned skills

Simple, 2D Discontinuous
Environment

TASK EVALUATION

The learning tasks presented here expect a single agent with a single interface, which
learns to solve the first learning task, then the next learning task and so on. The agent is
not manipulated between the learning tasks.

Attention to high-entropy regions

HC
doc

Agent's attention should turn to high-entropy
regions. Agent outputs coordinates of the region.

The learning tasks are generative. Instead of relying on a fixed dataset (with some
exceptions, e.g. MNIST classification), they generate samples on the fly during the
training.
The generative nature of the tasks means that the success criterion of the evaluation of
agent's performance cannot be its accuracy on the whole dataset. Instead, we propose to
track agent's performance on last n samples of the training for some task-specific n. Once
agent's performance on this fixed window exceeds a given threshold, the learning task is
declared to be solved.

- actions, online learning

HC

Detection of presence of an object

The time needed for solving a task is important of course - given unlimited time, even a
randomly acting agent would solve any task under the above success criterion. Because
of this, the researchers can limit the maximum number of samples a task will provide to
the agent before the task is declared to be failed.

doc
HC

Detection of background vs. any non-trivial pattern
that appears on the background

STRATEGY
There are multiple strategies for creation of a curriculum that should teach an agent skills
necessary for reaching the level of human-level AI. Three most obvious strategies are:
1. Decompose a target task (top-down development).
2. Start with primitive tasks, find incremental improvements (bottom-up development).
3. Take inspiration from existing development trajectories (biological evolution, human
cognitive development, existing artificial systems).

CURRICULUM CREATION

Start of
learning of skills

A very detailed account on task evaluation that we intend to draw inspiration from in the
next iterations of the roadmap can be found in [5].

QUALITY CRITERIA
The quality criteria shown below are a work in progress. We are trying to formalize their
currently intuitive wording.
Learning tasks in the curriculum should be useful. A task (skill) is useful if it
1. has been defined (axiomatically, by the curriculum roadmap developer) as useful, or
2. can help the agent solve (acquire) a useful task (skill).
Learning tasks should not be redundant. A learning task is redundant if it is not useful or if
it is similar to another learning task already in the curriculum. We assume two tasks A and
B are similar if an extension of a hypothetical solver of task A for task B is trivial. Note that
this definition of similarity depends on the learning capacity of the agent - for a more
capable agent, more tasks will be similar.
The curriculum should not contain gaps. A gap exists between two learning tasks A and B
if there is a task C such that C is useful for solving B and it is not similar to A.

- generalization, pattern detection,
gradual learning

Last but not least, the learning tasks in the curriculum should be defined with as much
precision as possible. The tasks shown here are therefore accompanied by documents
that explain the tasks in detail.

HC

Position invariance

doc

L

Obey (single-step action)

Discriminate black and white patterns
(independent of position)

doc

Associate language input with a desired
single step action

L

Change detection

L

L

doc

Classification of a single shape

Perform an action when any change appears

Classification of a single color

doc

Detect up to 1 of n shapes

doc

Discriminate between multiple colors
L

L

L

doc

doc

doc

Text to relative FOF
movement
Learning phase 1 - simple tasks.
This phase present the basic visual learning tasks in a 2D visual domain. It also presents basic textual learning
tasks using a simple and restricted language. Connection of the visual and textual domains is established.

L

L

Classification of partially
occluded shapes

Learn when to speak and when not
to speak (the agent either produces
any text or is mute)

Move according to teacher's
direction commands

Move FOF according to teacher's
direction commands

Attention to motion

Produce text / be silent

Text to relative movement

L

doc

doc

Focus area where movement occurs

doc

Classification of multiple shapes

doc

Detect up to 2 of n shapes

Detect up to one of n shapes, part of shape
may be missing

L

L

Reward replacement

SC

doc

doc

Copy text

Enforce/cease action by
"good"/"bad" feedback

Change type classification

Copy text from input to output

L
doc

Classify category of change (shrink,
move, rotate, ...)

Check

L
L

doc

L
doc
[Not supported by viewer]

L

L

Alphabet letters
classification

Copy text from memory

Use teacher's true/false hints
to change behaviour [4]

Copy text from input at time t-k to
output

HC

doc

doc

Use hints

Digits classification

Class composition

Classify MNIST digits

Discriminate between arbitrary categories of shapes

doc

Classify alphabet letters

- Gradual learning, compositional learning

L
HC

Temporal classification

H3 Cardinality[Not-supported
basic
counting
by viewer]

doc

doc

Count the (small) number of objects

Categorize timeseries based on their similarity

Angle estimation
MH

L

L

Size estimation

doc

Estimate angle between an object and
a vertical line

L

Distance estimation

doc

doc

Estimate distance to the center of the
field of view

Estimate size

MH

- pattern detection (temporal)

Check
L

L

Rotation invariance

Size invariance

doc

doc

Detect shape independent of size

Detect shape independent of rotation
HC

Copy action

doc

Mimic teacher movement

- Analogy

L
L

Focusing a shape

Focusing a color

doc

Point to or focus a color hinted
textually

Point to or focus a shape hinted
textually

Note: There are no code changes of the architecture in any of the learning phases.
Attempts are made to verify hard-coded skills, in more depth and generality than is achieveable in the
admission tests. Important learned skills are taught.
The learning tasks and their evaluation are automated - there is no need for
human intervention during learning.
The appropriate amount of training data is not obvious beforehand. That's why the
training and testing data is generated and the learning itself is on-line.

doc

L

2D Approach

doc

Navigate to target
HC

Colored shape classification

doc

Discriminate arbitrary categories based on color
and shape

Check

- compositional learning

L

Detection of identical objects

doc

Perform action when two identical objects
appear

L

Seaching for identical objects

doc

Perform action when two identical objects appear
in a noisy environment

L

Detection of similar layouts

L

Shape sorting

doc

[Not supported by viewer]

Perform action when two same layouts appear

doc

Pick matching shape

Learning milestone.
A human check of agent's
learned skills is done here

Simple, 2D Discontinuous
Environment

HC

L

Performing simple permutation
with two single-digit numbers

Waiting before performing an action

doc

doc

Perform action with correct timing (punished if
repeated too soon, rewarded otherwise)

Sort 2 single digit numbers

L

Describe color

L

Describe shape

doc

Classify color using text output

doc

Classify shape using text output

- memory

HC

Repeating a simple rhythm

L

Performing simple permutation
with multiple single-digit numbers

doc

doc

Repeat rhythm suggested by an object
appearing in input

L
doc

Learning phase 1 - advanced tasks.
Same as previous phase, but the learning tasks are more complex.

Sort vector of single digit numbers

Text to absolute movement
Move to a location specified by teacher

- long-term sequences

L

Single digit BODMAS without
parentheses

doc

L

HC

Copying a sequence of teacher's
actions

Evaluate simple BODMAS arithmetic expression
with single digit numbers and no brackets

Counting repetitions

doc

doc

Substitute visual (color)
input

Count the length of a sequence of
same objects

Mimic teacher movement in a time interval

Single digit BODMAS with
parentheses

Input:
F: agent see red
Action: 1
Reward: 1

- analogy (imitation)

Color/shape question

doc

doc

Classify color or shape according to a
question

Classify color from textual input (same
as single color classification problem)

L

L

L

F: Agent see blue
1
-1

doc

Evaluate simple BODMAS arithmetic expression
with single digit numbers and brackets
HC

Temportal prediction

doc

Predict timeseries that resemble a
known category

L

Count object repetitions
(spatial)

L

Multi digit BODMAS with parentheses

doc

doc

Count the number of most frequent objects

Evaluate BODMAS arithmetic expression with multi
digit numbers and brackets

- prediction (temporal)

Pong (1 hit)

Hierarchical sequence
classification

Learn to hit pong ball by mimicking
teacher

Classify a sequence composed of
subsequences (text)

L

HC
doc

- hierarchical sequences

Learning milestone.
A human check of agent's
learned skills is done here

Simulated 2D Continuous
Environment

L

L

Hidden target

doc

doc

Complex sequences of teacher's
actions are repeated by the agent

L
doc
L

Pick and navigate to target based on
a visible cue

Discriminate multiple targets and
navigate to the right one

Mirroring

Learning phase 2.
This phase presents 2D navigation and planning
learning tasks

Conditional target

L

Obstacles within FOV

Moving target

doc

L
doc

Navigate to moving target

Reach target avoiding obstacles
(inside FOV)

[Not supported by viewer]
[Not supported by viewer]

HC

Obstacles

L

Multiple targets in sequence

doc

Escaping a predator

Reach target avoiding obstacles,
target will disappear from FOV

doc

Reach places in predefined order

L
doc

Escape a predator moving in a
pattern

- short-term memory

L

Escaping a maze

doc

Reach target avoiding obstacles,
target is at an unknown position

- short/long-term memory

Learning milestone.
A human check of agent's
learned skills is done here

Learning phase 3.
This phase presents 3D
navigation and planning learning tasks

Simulated 3D Continuous
Environment

3D versions of the 2D
learning tasks

L
doc

Learning tasks from the previous
phase(s) adapted to 3D (3D
invariance, lighting and material
invariance, 3D shape recognition,
navigation, ...)

Realistic artificial environments.
Online learning materials and tests
intended for humans.
Real world videos / interaction.

Learning milestone.
A human check of agent's
learned skills is done here

This is a work in progress (TODO) this section will be elaborated by a
roadmapping group.

Object permanence

Learning phase 4:
Learn English (sequential, character-based processing);
Learn advanced cognitive skills (pre-operational stage, pre-school kids)

Understanding that objects persist out
of view

Novelty, curiosity,
experimentation
- Intrinsic rewards,
- Simple experiments
- Multiple means to same end

One-word utterances
Words for salient, familiar, important
things; things the agent can act on
here and now

Simple goals and planning
Achieving goals requiring more than
one step of action (covered in the
previous phases)

Abstract representation of
events
Representing event categories like taking a
bath

Dog

Ball

Two-word utterances
Expressing common semantic relations
(e.g. agent-action, action-object),
understanding word order
Hit ball

Ball hit

Problems requiring understanding and
producing inflections that modify word
meaning, for example for number and
tense

Representation of
sequences of events
Representing sequences like
assembling a puzzle

Hierarchical structure
Problems requiring understanding and
producing sentences with noun
phrases and verb produces

Concepts and categories (not
based on perceptual features)

Dogs
came

Big dog run
home

- Forming categories like fish and dolphins
- Forming hierarchies of categories

Rich, syntactically correct
sentences

Numerical abilities
Counting, understanding that size, color,
etc. is irrelevant to number, telling which
group contains more objects

Morphological inflections

Ability to understand and produce
longer sentences with complex
grammar; low error rate in production

Causal reasoning
Understanding that causes precede
effects

Where will you be when
general AI is created?

Logic and experiment
Abstract induction and deduction

Learning milestone.
A human check of agent's
learned skills is done here

Real world interaction.
Learning phase 5:
From a 6-year old to adult human-level general AI
(concrete operational stage, formal operational stage)

Welcome to the

REAL WORLD

Understanding of reciprocity
of relationships, seriation
There is a growing understanding of the
reciprocity of relationships (knowing that
3+1 is the same as 5-1) and seriation
(arranging objects in order, e.g. size).

Complexity & Time:
This axis expresses growing learning task
complexity, development and education time.

Solving technical and
scientific problems
Solving problems that require complex
analytical, technical or scientific
reasoning.

Logical operations on
mental representations
Can perform logical operations on it?s
mental representations, but initially
only in the presence of actual objects

Reasoning based solely on
verbal statements
The agent can receive and solve a
complicated task using only text
input/output channels.

Advanced abstract
thinking
The agent can manipulate concepts,
ideas and propositions

Hypothetical reasoning
The agent can consider what could be
as well as what actually is

Advanced studying
techniques
Using any and all available learning
materials intended for humans. Finding
and using more efficient learning
techniques that suit the agent.

Solving problems that
require human interaction
and soft skills
For example, serving a customer in a
shop, providing technical support, but
also advanced problems like taking
care of a child.

General
AI

Advanced mirroring of
humans
Building a mental model of a human
being and of human society. Being
able to understand a human based on
her behaviour.

Advanced ethics
In-depth understanding of human
society, human ethics and morale.
Being able to reason about
complicated ethical problems in a
same or similar way that humans do.

